It is accordingly of interest to consider the generic situation where signal and noise are combined nonadditively at or within the reception process. Here we shall consider the basic optimum binary threshold detection problem H,: S @ N vs. HO: N under these circumstances (where @ denotes "combination," not necessarily an additive one) of signal with the accompanying noise. Our goal is to obtain the canonical extension of our earlier, "classical" threshold results when signal and noise are additive, and where the noise samples may also be considered statistically independent [6] .
Our Report is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the earlier optimum threshold binary detection algorithms for HI:S + N VS. HI:~1 i.e. he "on-off" cases, which serves~a guide to OUr extension of the theory to the nonadditive cues~1: S @ N VS.&: N in Section 3 [7] . Section 4 completes our treatment with a brief discussion of the results and possible next steps.
The Classical Binary On-Off Case: Threshold Optimum Detection for Additive Signals and Noise:
For independent noise samples, we obtain the earlier canonical results [6] for optimum threshold detection, respectively for coherent and incoherent reception, from the generalized likelihood ratio [cf. Eq. (19.14), [1] ]*, now for additive signal and noise, viz.:
A,(xl@) =~(~J(Xl@))#, Next, for threshold operation (through 04) to obtain** we proceed first to expand the numerator of (2.1) in powers of 6, where *As defined by (2.1) and used in [ 1] and subsequently by the author. The "generalized likelihood ratio" or GLR in some other usage refers to the case where (I is replaced by the conditional maximum likelihood estimate (CMLE) Our next step is to expand log An, using log (1+ u) = u -u2/2 + u3/3 -u4/4 + ."",Iul<1, where u equals the expression in the brackets [ ] in (2.2) . Collecting terms of 0(@, 82,63,04) separately, we obtain, after some algebra, the desired general threshold result for log AJ with additive signals and noise:
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The reason we carry the expansion of log A, through 0(64) is that for incoherent threshold reception terms (0(03, 134 ))~0 are needed to provide the proper bias and ensure asymptotic optimality (AO), while for coherent threshold reception terms (0(62 ))~, are sufficient for this purpose. [The implications of these terminations of the series form of log AJ are discussed further in Sections 4.4 and 4.6 of [7] .]
From the results (2.3a)-(2.3c), extended to include spatial sampling, we can write the threshold algorithms g*(x) formally in these general cases: Again, w,(x) = WJ(X1l,XIZ,..., XM,..., XJJ)~is the joint,~-order pdf of the accompanying noise, and p = p/q is the usual ratio of a priori probabilities that the data sample contains, or does not contain, a signal. Finally, in view the threshold nature of the above expansions and their (Bayesian) optimum, likelihood ratio source, we call the resulting algorithms locally optimum Bayes detectors (LOBD'S).
LOBD'S: Independent Noise Samples
Except in the case of gauss noise, the general joint pdf 'J(X)N of Eqs. (2. 1)-(2.5) is not known, nor is analytically intractable, for most physical situations. Thus, in order at this point to proceed further in a canonical way we must invoke the critical condition that the noise samples are statistically independent, e.g., ()
This condition can usually be well approximated in practice, at least for temporal sampling, but often involves discarding useful correlation information about the noise field sampled spatially by the receiving array. [This limitation can be overcome to a major extent by the author's approach described below in Sec. 4.7, [7] , and [8] .
With independent noise samples we find (cf. Sec. 7, [9] , and Appendixes A. 
Coherent detection:
gJ(x):oh = ';-cob -i("j)}f (ej)=(aOjsj)=(a~)4'")} (ej)+o ; j=l
II. Incoherent detection:
Here it is convenient to anatomize (@jOj,)as follows:
where * is an amplitude covariance with a: chosen to maximize A * so that Ifil~1 while @ is a waveform covariance~<1, cf. (2.2) et seq. In the case where the accompanying noise is solely gaussian, WI(X)= e-2'2/J% , then (2.10) and~~j)=~j,~= -1, with L(2)= 1 and L(4)=2. Usually, however, the noise is nongaussian: for clutter we may expect periods of Class A-like noise, for example, so that xx) is no longer linear.
[Examples of lx) are shown in Figs. 7. l-7.2b of [10] for the important canonical classes on nongaussian noise described by Class A and B noise models.] Clearly, the statistical character of the generalized noise, e.g., Class A, B, etc. embodied here in the pdf WI(x), can drastically modify the (ZMNL) transfer response y= lx) vis-h-vis the linear characteristic lx)= -x for the normal noise often encountered in conventional applications.
Generalization: The Classical Binary On-Off Case: Threshold Optimum Detection for Nonadditive Signal and Noise:
In Section 2 above we have outlined the derivation of the binary "on-off" LOBD'S for the usual cases where the input signal and noise are additive. As noted in Section 1 above, there may be situations where signal and noise are no longer additive. Accordingly, let us proceed to derive the LOBD detector algorithms for this latter case*. For this purpose we follow the approach use (2. l)-(2.3), to obtain the formal analogues of (2.4) and (2. Here the~""") replace the w~'"")(x)~of the additive r~gimes (2.2a), so that now * The results of Section 3 here follow from Section 4.3.4 of [7] . See also,Maras, [11] .
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(~k.-) YiYj + z', + Wj +i, =d'qxlq ; : + $y""")(xlo) , (3.2a ) (3.2b) in the general development of log A, in (2.3a,b,c) above in powers~eP )~P = l)... )4. Again> it is remarked that this degree (p S 4) of expansion ultimately may be needed for suitable termination of the LOBD series.
To proceed further, let us again postulate independent noise samples, so that FJ(xle)= fi~l(xjlej) ; FJ(x~) =fi Fl(xjlo) =fi wl(xj)N> 
7c).
Similarly, we have (3.4a) (3.4b) and which allows us, using (2.3) above, to write explicitly the extension of (2.6), (2.7) to these nonadditive cases.
This, in turn, is accomplished with the help of the following regularity conditions:
The threshold optimal results (for independent noise examples) analogous to the additive cases (2.6a), (2.7a) above, now given in Sec. 3.1 below.
Coherent and Incoherent Threshold Detection:
We begin with the case of coherent detection (where (@i)# O), when signal and noise are nonadditive. Comparison with the additive cases of Section 2 above shows that, in~orm, we have In a similar way we obtain the nonadditive counterpart of (2.6b) and (2.7b), again using the regularity conditions (3.5a,b), viz,: .7), (3.9a) here. These results cases (with independent noise samples) now become L , L stem from the formal structure of (2.3), now extended to these nonadditive cases and paralleling the analysis of Appendices A. 1, A.2 of [10] .
The Decision Process and Performance:
Our results (3.6) -(3.9) depend only on the continuity and differentiability of the F'li. Not only do the regularity conditions (3.5a,b) simplify the structure of the threshold algorithms, they also ensure that the latter are locally asymptotically normal (LAN) and asymptotically optimum (AO) as ( well. Moreover, direct evaluation shows that the detection parameter~~~= var~O~; ) becomes here, like (2.8) [7] ) maybe used here also. Equations (3. 11) allow us to determine the associated (optimum) detection probability forms where pj is the (conditional) probability (pj/p) of correctly detecting the signal when it is present with the noise, while aj is the (conditional) false alarm probability of incorrectly deciding a signal is present when it is not. (For a detailed treatment, see [6] and [9] .). Because these LOB detectors are locally asymptotically normal (LAN), we find for the detection parameter a;, thti s~ific~ly From (2.7b), (3.9a) we see that the jimdarnental statistic now for these cases of (incoherent) envelope (i.e., nonadditive S, N) detection is thej?rst-order pdf WI( E HO), from which in turn J!!4)*, (3.9a), is required for the evaluation of performance, with~, cf. (3.3a) , needed for the LOB processing algorithm. It is the evaluation of fi4)*, needed in~~J, from (3.10) and the bias terms, upon which we next focus in Sec. 4 ff. It has been recently shown that the Class A noise model is the appropriate model (on physical grounds), cf. Sec. 5 of [12] , [13] , for incoherent detection in clutter (radar) and reverberation (sonar). As an example, let us consider the cases where large scale fluctuations in intensity (perceived at the receiver) are ignorable, corresponding to small large scale wave surface activity, for radar (sonar) off the sea surface. Thus, we have explicitly which is a Ricean mixture process. The "overlap factor"~' -) represents the average number of "large" scattering events or sources, at any given time, and includes multiple scatter contributions, cf. Sec. 5A of [12] , [13] .
Here specifically, When there are two scales to the surface scatter process, viz., a small-scale "speckle process" which rapidly decorrelates in (space and time) and an underlying "slower" modulation (large-scale waves), the intensity v is modulated. The statistics of v are usually described by a I'-distribution. This, in turn, converts (4.1) into a KA-pdf (Sec. 6 of [12] , [13] ), which in most instances provides an effective statistical description of the clutter, cf. Fig. (6.2) , or (6.1), of [12] , [13] . (For the counterpart of f14)*,(4.4), we must then use the appropriate KA pdf. -to be evaluated subsequently.)
Concluding Remarks:
In the preceding Sections we have outlined the development of optimum (Bayesian) threshold detection algorithms for independent noise samples when signal and noise are both additive (Section 2) and nonadditive (Section 3), and when binary "on-off" decisions are required. Thus, the hypothesis tests here are respectively denoted by: H, :S + N VS. HO:N for the additive cases, and by HI:S @N vs. HO:N for the general, nonaddictive situation, cf. (3.13). It turns out that for the latter the formal results are the same as for the former, provided certain regularity conditions (3.5a, 3.5b) are obeyed, as they usually we. The resulting threshold algorithms are both LOBD (locally optimum Bayes detectors) and asymptotically optimum (AO) as well as locally asymptotically normal (LAN). The pdf's (under HO,HI) of these algorithms are normal, cf. (3.11), so that the associated detection probabilities (a:,P~) are readily obtained, cf. (3.12), and explicitly from (3.16), (3.17).
As a specific example, applicable to radar and sonar scatter, environment, on physical grounds, we introduce the Class A envelope distribution with signal, or Rician mixture model (4.1). It is shown for this model that fl~)"=~= O f14)*is also obtained, cf. (4.4) and Fig. 4 .1, the latter representing numerical integration of (4.4)* these include the well-known K-distribution and the author's recent extension of it namely the KA cases [12] , [13] .
A variety of extensions of these results appears possible: (l), binary threshold detection involving two classes of signals, e.g., H,: S1@ N VS. Hz: S2@N ; (2), multiple alternative detection (many different signal classes); and (3), appropriate extensions to threshold estimation [11] , as well as to specific classes of signals in noise. We emphasize again here the general character of the analysis, which applies to nongaussian noise and arbitrary combinations of signal with noise (subject to (3.5a,b)).
